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PROGRAMME

2 3

The Trail Camp is the Mont Blanc Mara-
thon’s exhibitor centre, bringing together 
more than 60 specialist trail running          
exhibitors on the Place du Mont Blanc. 

THURSDAY 1st - SATURDAY 3TH JULY 2021
   Trail camp
 Opens at 9.00 am - Place du Mont-Blanc

FRIDAY JULY 4TH 2021
    4.00 AM - 90km
 Starting at the paraglider landing field
 91km with 6 220 m D +/-

    5.00 PM - KM Vertical
 Starting at field of Le Savoy
 3,8km with 1000m D+

SATURDAY JULY 3TH 2021
    8.00 AM - 23km
 Starting at the paraglider landing field
 23km with 1 680m D+ / 870m D-
    

    1.00 PM - 10km
 Starting at the paraglider landing field  
 10km with 325m D+/-
  

    8.00 PM - Duo étoilé
 Starting at the paraglider landing field
 20km with 1 250m D+/-
  

SUNDAY 4TH JULY 2021
    6.00 AM - 42km
 Starting at the paraglider landing field
 42km with 2 730m D+ / 1 700m D-
  

    9.00 AM - Young Race 
 Starting from Montroc
 15km with 1 200m D+
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WARNING 
Following the health measures in July 
2021, this programme might change.

90 km du mont-blanc

42 km du mont-blanc

23 km du mont-blanc

10 km du mont-blanc

Duo étoilé

Vertical KM

discover the video itinerary
of a race by clicking on its
name

https://www.instagram.com/marathondumontblanc/
https://twitter.com/MarathonMtBlanc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLlrWayQCPs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aETX78acgp8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEFz6QPWwGU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4wU41NNwKb4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EluvjCqwbIs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jvYW5OR3TME&t=1s


Bertrand VIEZ, responsible for water management explains, 
‘‘For many years, the organisation of Mont Blanc Marathon has been wor-
king hard in order to reduce the environmental impact of the races. Seve-
ral initiatives have been put in place including positioning the food stations 
near running water points, buying goods directly from local producers, free 
shuttles for the runners and the people who accompany them. This year’s 
new challenge is to eliminate plastic bottles.’’
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MARATHON DU MONT-BLANC - 40 YEARS OF PROGRESS AND ADAPTABILITY
Since the launch of the first Mont Blanc cross more than 40 years ago the different race formats have continuously 
evolved. From the progress of the sport itself; through different weather conditions and lengths of races; to the different 
levels of both the participants (from 7 to 89 years old and from amateurs to pros) and the races (the vertical KM to the
90km). The challenges are numerous for the Club des Sports de Chamonix, who organises these 3 days of competition.

GET THE REAL INSIDER STORY BY TRYING THE RACES FOR YOURSELF
Some of you have already tried it. Please get in touch if you would like to take part yourself. Press bibs are available on 

request. Testimonials :

I tested the vertical km on 
Télématin by Gregoire

The 90km : a real life
experience by Guillaume for 

Lyon Capitale

42KM - 100% insider’s story by
Pascal for Marseille Provence 

Production

We tested... Mont Blanc
Marathon, under the sun by

Florence for Grazia.fr

My 1st mountain trail race, a
pleasure ! by Fabien journalist 

at Jogging +

Marathon du Mont Blanc 
2019 by Emma for Emma 
dans les starting blog

Mont Blanc Marathon 2019 by
Simon for Tendance Trail

The 90km of the Mont Blanc, 
an ultra in a heatwave by Maud 

for World Wild Runneuze

The 90km of the Mont Blanc, an
ultra in a heatwave by Maud for 

World Wild Runneuze

I ran the Cross du Mont Blanc by
Ana for Anamarunslowly 

SAFETY : THE NUMBER ONE CONCERN
Patrick BASSET in charge of the medical team says ‘‘The Mont Blanc Marathon 
races have an excellent track record for athlete safety with just the right level of safety 
measure for such an event and strict regulations in-line With all the proper safety mea-
sures required by the FFA for an event of this kind firmly in place..
For over 10 years the Club des Sports has brought together all the different organisations 
responsible for safety in the valley under the umbrella of one company called Dokever.’’

AN ECO FRIENDLY MARATHON

THE VOLUNTEERS
Lucie BECHE, head of volunteers says ‘‘There are over 500! Many are inha-
bitants of the valley but they also come from all over France. Their rich and varied 
skills make an enormous contribution to the success of the Mont Blanc Marathon 
each year.’’ 

CLICK ON THE NAME TO 
ACCESS THE CONTENT

KIDS AND JUNIORS - THE JOY OF RUNNING
The Mont Blanc Marathon is special in that it places particular 
emphasis on the kids’ and Juniors’ races. Around 800 children 
run for the sheer joy of it and in some cases the determination 
to win (their faces don’t lie!!!!). Each of them leaves with a me-
dal and stories to tell the rest of their family. As for the young 
elite athletes aged from 18 to 22, the Young Race Marathon is a 
real melting pot of the young trail running talent. It shares the 
same finish line as the marathon and the motion is as magical 
and everlasting for the champions of tomorrow as for those of 
today.

A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE FOR MORE 
THAN 10,000 RUNNERS
Runners can run alongside some of the sport’s stars, 
taking part in the same races or opting for a more fun 
challenge such as the Duo Etoilé – a pairs’ event that 
takes place at night over a distance of 20km. Playing 
host to 10,000 runners of all different ages and levels 
and ensuring that each ‘race experience’ is unique, de-
mands a high level of creativity and innovation from 
the event organisers. Signposting, refreshment sta-
tions, time barriers, staggered starts, assistance, visitor 
welcome, random draws for race spots etc.. there are 
so many details that must be mastered and modified 
each year to ensure the success of this event on both a
sporting and a grass roots level.

42KM - THE FINEST LINE UP OF ANY FRENCH 
TRAIL RACE
For the last 3 years, the Mont Blanc 42km has been one of the 
6 stages of the Golden Trail World Series. This tour attracts the 
greatest number of the world’s Top 30 trail runners and is now 
considered the benchmark in terms of global rankings. 
The six different stages have been chosen specifically for their 
stunning natural scenery, the challenge they represent, their 
history and the unique atmosphere that they provide for run-
ners as well as the public at large. Chamonix is the second stage 
of the 2020 series and the only stage in France. Being selected 
as one of the 6 most iconic races in the discipline is a real seal 
of approval for the Mont Blanc Marathon which pioneered trail
running with the inauguration of the Mont Blanc Cross in 1979
and which has always been able to meet the exacting require-
ments of high level events (technical, security, media etc).

More information on : https://www.goldentrailseries.com/

STORY ANGLES STORY ANGLES

INSIDE

https://www.goldentrailseries.com/


‘‘In 2019 after a physically difficult start to the season, I wasn’t sure if I’d even be 
able to finish this race! I tried to keep something in the tank until halfway round 
and I managed to catch up with Rémi Bonnet as we passed through Le Tour. That’s 
where I really started to speed up. The thing that made the difference was when I 
was at Flégère when I realised that I was regaining my strength and then my mo-
rale and motivation both came back! What really boosted me was when I realised 
and was able to appreciate the beauty of the scenery around me in this last part of 
the race – that gave me an enormous amount of energy!”  

Davide Magnini, winner of the Mont Blanc Marathon in 2019
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OVERVIEW
START: Sunday July 4th, 6.00 am
CLIMB/DESCENT: 2 730m D+ / 1 700 m D-
MAXIMUM TIME: 9h
NUMBER OF RUNNERS : 2 300 max
REFRESHMENTS : 4 full 
Open from the Espoir category
2019 WINNERS :
Davide MAGNINI - 3h 47min 13s
Ruth CROFT - 4h 34min 44s

42KM, LEGENDARY 
THE JEWEL ON THE CROWN

THE WEEK-END’S MOST ICONIC RACE
The 2nd stage of the Golden Trail World Series is outstanding
on every level :

A marathon distance since its creation in 2003, it is a 2730m D+ trail which 
is rolling in the first part of the course until Vallorcine, but very technical in 
the second half with the mythical passage at Aiguillette des Posettes.

The Mont Blanc 42km is a race that is held in high esteem, not only by the world’s top athletes, who dream of seeing their 
name on the list of winners for this world-renowned event; but also by the amateur trail runners who have the chance 
to see how they measure up against the stars of this sporting discipline. With its spectacular scenery and its party atmos-
phere the marathon is a race not to be missed.

A FIELD OF TOP ATHLETES
The calibre of athletes in the 42km du Mont-Blanc is always high ! 
2018 and 2019 saw many of the big names of trail running des-
cend on Chamonix, but this year looks set to exceed all expecta-
tions!
More than 70 men have an ITRA score higher than 850 and ap-
proximately 80 women with a score higher than 650 on the start 
line. 

The 2021 Golden Trail World Series is composed of 6 iconic marathon-length races. The Grand Finale gathers the best trail 
runners of the 6 races for a last race in Argentina. 

   • June 6th (cancelled) : Spain, Zegama-Aizkorri (42km, 2736 D+)
   • July 3th : France, Marathon du Mont-Blanc (42km, 2730 D+)
   • July 19th : Italy, Dolomyths Run (22km, 1700 D+)
   • August 7th : Switzerland, Sierre-Zinal (31km, 2200 D+)
   • August 21st : United-States, Pikes Peak Marathon (42km, 2382 D+)
   • September 19th : United Kingdom, Ring of Steall Skyrace (29km, 2382 D+)
   • November 6th : Argentina, Villa La Angostura (42km, 2184 D+)

THE FRONT RUNNERS
Many elite runners want to participate to the Mont Blanc Marathon. 
Among them, please find : 

Davide 
MAGNINI
919 / ITA

Stian
ANGERMUND-VIK      

905 / NOR

Elhousine
ELAZZAOUI
909 / MOR

William
BOFFELLI
906 / ITA

Francesco
PUPPI

909 / ITA

Bart
PRZEDWOJEWSKI

908 / POL

Maud
MATHYS
813 / SUI

Denisa
DRAGOMIR
768 / ROM

Judith
WYDER
790 / SUI

Rachel
DRAKE

779 / USA

Dominika
STELMACH
769 / POL

Blandine
L’HIRONDELLE

791 / FRA

GOLDEN TRAIL WORLD SERIES

discover 
the race

• an exceptional field of athletes
• high demand for places – more than 10,000 requests for places in the 
draw
• the most popular - largest number of participants
• the most watched (supporters, fan zone, entire live stream of the race)

42KM, LEGENDARY

This list is temporary. A final list of the 2021 athletes will be available in April. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIluWZ5mtbc&t=


‘‘Since I am not really at ease on flat terrain, I started to speed 
up at Tré-le-champ (12th km) when the false flat moved on to 
bumps and uphill slope. Even if I knew that I was quite a bit 
ahead of the next runner, the last kilometer was hard. But I am 
happy because this year I worked hard on my weaknesses and 
it paid back. I hope to be at the start of next year’s marathon!’’ 
Julien Michelon, 2019 winner of Mont Blanc 23km

24H MAX TO GO AROUND THE CHAMONIX MONT BLANC VALLEY!
The Mont Blanc 90km is one of the most technical ultra trail races and also one of the most demanding in its catego-
ry, with narrow, sometimes exposed paths, snowy sections, and an average altitude above the 2000m mark. See the 
sunrise over the Mont Blanc, cross the Emosson dam in Switzerland, run along the Mer de Glace glacier or beneath the 
Aiguille du Midi and finally come down into the sparkling lights of Chamonix. 
To take part in this race it is recommended that you are experienced in mountain running, are at ease on all terrains 
and can be autonomous for several hours. A runner with no more than 410 Itra points is very unlikely to finish the race. 
In 2019, only 55% of the runners who started the race crossed the finish line. The route has remained almost unchanged since 1979! The race remains a barometer of the sport’s evolution both in 

terms of the level of performance as well as the diversity of those take part.
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OVERVIEW
START: Friday July 2th, 4.00 am
DISTANCE: 91 km
CLIMB/DESCENT: 6220 m D+/-
MAXIMUM TIME: 24h
NUMBER OF RUNNERS : 1 000 max
REFRESHMENTS : 8 full 
Open from Espoir category
2019 WINNERS:
Xavier THEVENARD - 11h 04min 50s
Katie SCHIDE - 13h 04min 15s

OVERVIEW
START : Saturday July 3h, 8.00 am
DISTANCE : 23km
CLIMB/DESCENT: 1680m D+ / 870m D-
MAXIMUM TIME : 6h
NUMBER OF RUNNERS : 2 000 max
REFRESHMENTS : 3 full
Open from Espoir category 
2019 WINNERS:
Julien MICHELON - 02h 09min 57s
Lucille GERMAIN - 02h 35min 52s

23KM, HISTORICAL
‘‘I knew that if I came to Chamonix I would have a blast, so why deprive myself of this 
pleasure? A new victory in Chamonix, it is great, I love it. The atmosphere, the crowd, 
the public, the friends and family...it is really nice. This was a particularly hard race, I will 
remember it. Sometimes I ask myself what the hell am I doing here ? (laughs). Before you 
have completed the race or enjoyed the icing on the cake that a win represents, there is 
plenty of work to do. Honestly it’s really important to enjoy it because it demands a lot of
commitment and when things go well on race day it’s not simply a stroke of luck, it’s 
thanks to all the preparation you have done. It is not easy and there are some really hard 
moments.’’ Xavier Thévenard, 2017 and 2019 winner of the Mont Blanc 90km

90KM, EPIC

DISCOVER 
THE RACE

DISCOVER 
THE RACE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xue6Fsbm7u4&t=
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RQm3wFsw-Tk&t=


   10KM, FESTIVE
This 10km race, entry point for the other Mont Blanc marathon races, is accessible to all. It is the chance to run as a family, 
with friends, and for the pure pleasure of participating in a festive race through the forest on the cross-country ski trails 
with some technical sections. It is the race with the highest female participation rate, over 60% of runners are women !

With a distance of 3.8km, it is the shortest race of the week-end... but you still have to climb up 1000m along a 
‘single’*, cleverly placed track under the Planpraz gondola. Rolling in the first part, the track straightens up to reach 
a very steep and exposed last third equipped with cables and ladders. This race is open to all, both walkers and trail 
runners, wishing to take on the vertical kilometer!

*single = a single is a path, generally narrow in which it is difficult to overtake someone.
It is impossible to be two people standing next to each other on a single.
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OVERVIEW
START : Saturday July 3th, 8.00 pm
DISTANCE : 20km
CLIMB/DESCENT : 1250m D+/-
NUMBER OF TIMES : 500 max
Open from Espoir category
MAXIMUM TIME : 6h30

OVERVIEW
START : Saturday July 3th, 13.00 am
CLIMB/DESCENT : 325m D+ / 325m D-
REFRESHMENTS : 1 full at the end of 
the race 
Open from Cadet category
2019 WINNERS:
Romain ADAM in 40min 32s
Ashley BRASOVAN in 46min 34s

OVERVIEW
START : Friday July 2th, 4.00 pm
DISTANCE : 3,8km
CLIMB : 1000m D+
Open from junior category
2019 WINNERS:
Jacob ADKIN - 35min 05s
Christel DEWALLE - 39min 50s

DUO ÉTOILÉ, MAGICAL
Discover the unique ambiance of a night race where team spirit and sharing are the watch words. After an exciting 
start in the centre of Chamonix itself, runners will then make their way through the town cheered on by a large crowd 
of spectators. After that they leave the tarmac and head onto the ski slope of Planards for a real cardio challenge! The 
course continues along the notoriously treacherous Vallée Blanche path, before turning off onto the trail that leads to 
Montenvers and the refuge of the Plan de l’Aiguille, which sits under the majestic peak of the Aiguille du Midi. 

The descent back into Chamonix is always one of the key moments of the race. Whilst the motivation, experience and 
pace of the race will be different for each and every team, (be they friends, family or couples) each of them will arrive 
back in town starry-eyed, rejoicing in their achievement.

VERTICAL KM, EXTREME

There is a reward for the runner who breaks
the course record!

RECORDS TO BREAK :
François GONON - 34min 07s in 2015
Christel DEWALLE - 39min 50s in 2019

DISCOVER 
THE RACE

DISCOVER 
THE RACE

DISCOVER 
THE RACE

The Mont Blanc 42km itinerary will also be the scene of a 15km for the cadet, junior and espoir categories. Starting from 
the village of Le Tour, the young trail runners will run the whole of the last part of the 42km.

OVERVIEW
START : Sunday July 4th, 9.00 am
DISTANCE : 15km
CLIMB : 1200m D+
REFRESHMENTS : 1 full / 1 light
CATEGORIES : junior, espoir

YOUNG RACE MARATHON

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jvYW5OR3TME&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Rpr0ewlZPQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xue6Fsbm7u4&t=
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OUR MOST BEAUTIFUL PICTURES
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- Each and every person will have to wear a mask in every close building and in the transportation. During the key mo-
ments of start and finish, everyone must wear a mask. In other terms, the only moment when runners will be able to 
remove their mask is during the timed event.
- Respect of social distancing and shielding measures.

2021 EDITION

REFRESHMENTS : 
- The number, composition and arrangement of the 
refreshment points have been rethought to match the 
health measures. 
- Hand desinfection at the entrance of the refreshments.
- Wearing a mask will be mandatory (runners + volunteers).
- Proposed food will be packed individually in order to as-
sure the absence of contact between the food and the 
runners (Les denrées proposées sur les ravitaillements 
seront dans des emballages individuels afin de garantir 
l’absence de contact entre les denrées et les participants 
(apple mix, fruit paste, cereal bars, savoury crackers) 
- Volunteers will handle the food asked by the runners. No 
self-service.
- Accompagnying persons will be prohibited on the 
refreshments. 

OTHERS :
- No prize giving ceremony in Chamonix, only directly after the race in the finish 
area the 3 first men and the 3 first women. 
- Raffle organised digitally. 
- Elite presentation organised behind closed doors and broadcasted on the we-
bsite.
- No recuparation care, except for urgent health issues.
- The mini cross (child race) will not take place.

BIB COLLECTION :  bib collection will only be possible with appointment on a pre-
cise hour; no runner will be able to collect their bib without booking an appointment. 

After the announcement of the different steps of the end of lockdown in France and the resumption of the activities, 
and in order to increase the chances of maintaining the event, it will be organised one week after the initial date. The 
races will be held from Friday July 2nd to Sunday July 4th 2021.
The runners will have to choose between : taking part in the event on the postponement date in 2021 OR cancel their 
registration for 2021 and have a priority on the same race for 2022. 

DATE CHANGE. 

SHIELDING MEASURES.

STARTS ORGANISATION : 
All starts will be done with waves (except VK). Runners will be allowed to access the start area 30 minutes before the de-
parture of their wave. Ex : I will start in the wave of 6.50am, I can access the paraglides landing field from 6.20am but not 
before (details of the waves in the chart below. Certain place and time of start/finish have changed (in black in the chart).

RACES RUNNERS TYPES OF STARTS STARTS PLACE OF STARTS
90 Km 1000 4 waves (250 runners) spaced by 10 min 4h30 à 4h30 Paraglides landing field

KM Vertical 750 Start of 1 runner every 15 seconds 17h à 20h Champs du Savoy

23Km 2000 8 waves (250 runners) spaced by10 min 8h à 9h10 Paraglides landing field

10Km 1000 4 waves (250 runners) spaced by 10 min 13h à 13h30 Paraglides landing field

Duo Etoilé 1000 4 waves (250 runners) spaced by 10 min 20h à 20h30 Paraglides landing field

42Km 2300 8 waves (280 coureurs) spaced by 10 min 6h à 7h10 Paraglides landing field

Young Race 150 One start of 150 runners 9h Paraglides landing field

MODIFICATIONS PARTICULAR TO EACH 
RACES : 
- 90km du Mont-Blanc : route avoiding Switzerland, start/
finish at the paraglides landing field, suppression of run-
ner bags.
- 42km du Mont-Blanc : start at the paraglides landing 
field moved at 6am, Montroc-Vallorcine-Aiguillettes des 
Posettes-Le Tour loop done in the other way around. 
- Duo Etoilé : start/finish at the paraglides landing field, 
suppression of runner bags. 
- 10km du Mont-Blanc : start moved at 11am, limitation 
of number of runner at 1000, suppression of runner bags. 
- KV : start moved at the field of Le Savoy, first start at 
5pm.
- Young Race : start moved to Montroc at 9am.
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LIVE BROADCAST 
OF THE RACES

For the third consecutive year the Mont Blanc Marathon will 
broadcast a live feed of the 42km. You will be able to follow 
the 10 best men and women throughout the race on the 
event’s Facebook page.

The impressive field of high level athletes and the high stakes 
of the Golden Trail World Series make this a race not to be 
missed.

Individual tracking for every contestant will be available on 
the following link :  https://mbm.livetrail.net/

A full media programme has been developed with 
access to key moments. The program can be followed 
entirely or partially. Journalists and photographers 
can be accompanied to strategic points of the course 
(please contact Links Communication).

A press room is at your disposal during the event for 
accredited journalists and photographers at the Mai-
son de la Montagne.

IMAGE PRODUCTION
The event organisers will provide photography each evening.
Copyright free TV clips produced by Mouss Production will be available for use and sent via email:
• on Friday : rough cut of the 90 km 

• on Saturday : rough cut of the vertical km + 23 km + mini cross 

• on Sunday : rough cut of the 42 km 

• Every day, a highlights video (1 mn 30) will be produced and available via the Youtube channel. A highlight video ‘all 
event’ will also be available on Monday morning.

• a 13 minute full-length feature will be available 8 days after the event (on demand).

To obtain the images, or for special requests please contact Links Communication.
Photos and videos taken in previous years are available for any announcement of the event.

PRESS RECEPTION 
& RACE ACCESS

FACTS & FIGURES
7 RACES 
3 DAYS OF COMPETITION

30 000 VISITORS

10 500 RUNNERS
300 ELITE RUNNERS

550 VOLUNTEERS

15 MILLION EUROS OF REVENUE 
GENERATED

85 PARTICIPATING NATIONS
27% INTERNATIONAL RUNNERS

220 MILLION TV VIEWERS IN 
17 COUNTRIES

32% WOMEN
68% MEN

60 EXHIBITORS

16 000 REGISTRATION FOR THE
 5 300 BIBS AVAILABLE

120 FIRST-AID WORKERS, 
DOCTORS AND NURSES

64% OF RUNNERS ARE ABC1

RUNNER PROFILES
Some of the runner profiles of the 2019 edition.

A complete list of 2021 profiles, sorted by theme will be available in April (on demand).

Seven Israeli friends and their wives on the start line for the 23km 
Seven Israeli friends have been training and taking part in 
races together. Having completed the Tour du Mont Blanc in 
2018 with is family, one of them then convinced the other six 

runners and their wives to take part in the 23km.

Londoners take on the challenge 
It’s only a quick hop from the  City of London to the Chamonix 
trails and this group of 10 Londoners are all making the jour-
ney to take part in several different races.  Some of them have 

run them before but for others it will be their first time.

Clocking up the miles and trying to beat the clock 
One’s a dentist, the other a student radiologist and there’s both 

in the world’s elite runners who juggle their careers and 
training in order to succeed 

There’s no burn out for the CEO of Panzani, even after a marathon! 

Life Changing Stories 
Losing weight and quitting smoking – how trail running has 

helped these runners 

Trail running after open heart surgery
Denis might have had a heart by-pass but he’s never let that 
stop him! He has run a series of marathons and trail races and 
will be competing in the Duo Etoilé this year with his daughter. 

A family affair
The 8 different races of the Marathon du Mont Blanc mean that 
the whole family can take part – from the Dads right through 

to the youngest children.

They said ‘I do’ just before the Duo Etoilé
This couple will be tying the knot on Saturday afternoon in 
Chamonix and then taking part in the Duo Etoile together as 
man and wife, bringing together their love of sport and their 

love for each other.  
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https://mbm.livetrail.net/   


ORGANISATION
  Club des Sports de Chamonix Mont-Blanc
  club@chamonixsport.com
  +33 4 50 53 11 57
  www.marathonmontblanc.fr

PRESS CONTACTS
  Links Communication agency
  Jessica POLLIAND - jessica@linkscom.fr 
  Karen ALLAIS-PALLANDRE - karen@linkscom.fr 
  +33 4 50 91 41 08
  www.linkscom.fr 
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